• We have developed a 1D model to quantify the mitigation of SBS with SSD and PS in a high-Z short plasma (i.e. hohlraum wall) and validated vs. 3D pF3d simulations [1] •The effective 1D gain is:
• 2g 0 (1+t c ) for the intensity (ISI-like smoothing)
• 2g 0 (1+t c /2) with polarization smoothing (ISI + PS)
• This model and 3D pF3d simulations predict that SSD should strongly reduce SBS from a high Z speckle-long plasma if the linear gain remains below 20
•On NIF, the additional 3 Ghz modulator should break the cyclic redundancy of the 17 Ghz modulator -> "ISI"-like SSD
Conclusion
• for SSD
